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This paper introduces autobiographical analysis as a “disruptive
strategy” that is deliberately structured to enable preservice teach-
ers to develop new ways of thinking about teaching. Specifically,
we:1) describe how we incorporate a process of critical examina-
tion of preservice teachers’ biases and assumptions throughout
their preparation in the form of autobiographical analysis; and 2)
present findings that document the transformation in preservice
teachers’ thinking as they engage in these opportunities for critical
examination.

FRAMING THE STUDY

Whether or not they are aware of it, preservice teachers come into class-
room situations with strong and sometimes unconscious assumptions about
education, the children they will teach, and the practices they believe are
appropriate (Goodwin, 2002; Maher & Tetreault, 1994; Martin & Van
Gunten, 2002). As teacher educators, we believe it is imperative that teacher
education engages preservice teachers in the work of adopting a critical
consciousness that disrupts these preconceived notions and illuminates their
impact on future practice. This paper introduces our use of autobiographical
analysis as a “disruptive strategy” that is deliberately structured to enable preser-
vice teachers to develop new ways of thinking about teaching. Specifically,
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we: 1) describe the ways in which we incorporate a continual process of
critical examination of preservice teachers’ biases and assumptions in the
form of autobiographical analysis; and 2) present findings that document
the transformation in preservice teachers’ thinking as they engage in these
opportunities for critical examination.

Our use of data that is embedded in the typical structure of most
teacher education programs makes this an authentic conversation relevant
to those involved in teacher preparation. This work is particularly germane
because it seeks to build a more cohesive bridge between educational the-
ory, classroom practice, and the implicit knowledge that preservice teachers
bring to their teaching. As Cochran-Smith (2000) has pointed out, it is neces-
sary but not sufficient to immerse students in educational literature that
examines race, class, culture, gender, and disability. We agree and believe
that it is essential to take the next step and help our students explore their
own positions and histories by making their unspoken values and cultural
knowledge explicit. Our study illustrates how the very process of “position-
ing” initiates an important analytic examination on the part of preservice
teachers, and we argue that teacher educators can use their students’ articu-
lation of position to more responsively plan curriculum and effectively sup-
port and sustain student teachers’ work in the field.

Preservice teachers’ implicit theories are grounded in their own life and
school experiences (Goodwin, 2002; Knowles, Cole & Presswood, 1994;
Lortie, 1975). Therefore, our work with new teachers is undergirded by two
central assumptions: 1) that all aspects of one’s autobiography have rich
potential for analysis; and 2) that regardless of individual background and
identities, each person comes to teaching with preconceptions that need to
be consciously examined and deliberately disturbed. In this article, we dem-
onstrate the ways in which autobiography provides a means to articulate
and interrogate these implicit beliefs (Florio-Ruane, 2001; Knowles, 1995).

It is important to acknowledge that many teacher educators have
been using autobiographical reflections for years (Connelly & Clandinin,
1990; Gomez & Tabachnik, 1992; Goodwin, 1997; McIntyre, 1997). How-
ever, the research analyzing these preservice pedagogical practices has
primarily concentrated on identifying the themes of teachers’ autobio-
graphical experiences (Johnson, 2002); illuminating the essential and com-
plicated questions about diversity that must be taken up by teacher
educators (Cochran-Smith, 2000); or helping students locate themselves as
cultured, classed, raced, and gendered (Banks, 1991; King and Ladson-
Billings, 1990).

While this paper builds strongly upon this prior work, it focuses specif-
ically on the ways that preservice teachers’ thinking develops over time in
relation to the assumptions they have about children, schooling, culture, dif-
ference, power, teachers, schools, and communities. In our study we see
students’ stories primarily as content for self-analysis, as vehicles for them to
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look more keenly at themselves and gain awareness of and insight into
what one’s cultural locations might mean in terms of what one does, how
one thinks or perceives, and the actions one chooses as a teacher.

THE PROGRAM CONTEXT

Our preservice program in Childhood Education is a graduate-level teacher
preparation program for those seeking a Master’s degree and New York
State elementary certification, grades 1–6. The curriculum of the program
mirrors that of most teacher preparation programs across the country, i.e.,
educational foundations, pedagogical content methods, and student teach-
ing. However, the program is more than a sequence of courses taught by
different and individual faculty. Instead, half of the program and therefore
the very heart of the experience occurs in what we call “Core.” Core is a
year-long course that integrates elementary methods, multicultural educa-
tion, and curriculum development and explicitly emphasizes inquiry, urban
and inclusive education and teaching for social justice. Beginning in the fall,
students enroll in the Preservice Program “Core” alongside student teaching
and reading methods; all three experiences continue side-by-side for the
academic year. Students cannot enroll in Core if they are not student teach-
ing, nor vice versa, because the experiences, assignments, and activities in
Core are deliberately linked to the field and to students’ experiences, and
therefore intended to help students blend personal, school, and university-
based knowledge. Each year, 75 to 80 students go through Core in cohorts
of about 25 students. Each cohort is led by a professor (two of whom are
the authors for this article), who remains with her cohort for both semesters.
The cohort structure ensures faculty and students come to know each other
well by allowing them ample time to develop strong working (and interper-
sonal) relationships. The cohort structure also supports conceptual continuity—
work in the fall simply flows into the spring without interruption.

The cohort structure alone cannot ensure coherence; rather, coherence
results from the close collaboration among Core faculty around syllabus
design, program planning and evaluation, student assessment, and instruc-
tion. Together, faculty enact the program’s commitments towards preparing
teachers who adopt an inquiry approach to their teaching and assume the
responsibility entailed in being educators who work towards social justice.
In keeping with these commitments, Core faculty collaboratively design a
common syllabus that offers students multiple activities and assignments to
examine the kind of impact their life experiences have on how they teach
and what they believe effective classroom practices to be. In this way, we
seek to disrupt their ideologies by helping them see that the ways teachers
view students is informed first and foremost by the beliefs teachers bring
with them into their classrooms.
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Helping our students to confront themselves and engage in this reflec-
tion so that buried understandings and prior assumptions surface requires
much deliberate and on-going planning. Thus, to support and align our col-
lective thinking around a single syllabus, Core faculty meet twice each
week, first to collaboratively plan each class session, then to debrief after
class has occurred to assess how things went. In planning each class session
we strive to include opportunities for our students to reflect upon and make
valuable connections to what they are experiencing in their field place-
ments. The syllabus reflects our desire to engage in discussions around rele-
vant educational topics, but weekly planning sessions allow us to always
maintain a sense of responsiveness in our pedagogy, adapting the syllabus
as we feel necessary to address different issues when they arise.

This context, which frames our work—and this study—is both pur-
poseful and explicit. Thus, our students quickly are made aware that we
work collaboratively, that all issues are brought to the collective table on a
very regular basis, that we are in constant communication with one another,
with doctoral instructors, supervisors, cooperating teachers and schools, that
we value candor and face-to-face talk, and that we expect and will push for
deep analysis and questioning of assumptions. It is this context that sup-
ports students as they engage in the difficult process that is autobiographical
analysis.

THE STUDY

Data for this study came from two assignments that engaged students in
autobiographical analysis: an autobiographical analysis paper and a social
studies critical analysis paper (Table 1).

We identified a sample of ten students for the study, taking care to
select a group of students who were representative of the 2002-2003 cohort
of student teachers registered for “Core” in terms of race/ethnicity, gender,
and nationality. Thus, our purposive sample consisted of one male and nine
females: two African Americans (one of whom was the sole male in the
sample), three Asian Americans, one South Asian immigrant, one Latina,
and three European Americans. We then collected both assignments from
each student and content analyzed them for the purpose of addressing the
following questions:

1. How do preservice students locate themselves culturally when they
engage in autobiographical analysis?

2. How do their cultural locations frame their thinking about teaching and
learning?

3. How do preservice students’ thinking about teaching and learning
change as they engage in critical autobiographical analysis?
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Our analysis procedures began with each researcher independently sifting
through the critical analyses papers to sort student teacher talk, using the
three sections of the assignment as categories that we labeled: a) locations,
experiences (or where am I located?); b) realizations, dilemmas, assump-
tions (or what does this mean?); c) goals, actions, resolutions (or what will I
do about it?). Both researchers then came together to discuss and compare
categorizing or coding decisions in order to resolve any coding discrepancies—
of which there were very few given the fairly unambiguous nature of the
initial categories.

In the next phase of our analysis, we focused on the first category,
locations, experiences, in order to determine what we termed students’ primary
locations (identifying one or two). We defined location as how students
position themselves culturally; primary was defined as the location to which
they each devoted the most text in their papers. We then used students’ primary

TABLE 1. Descriptions of both autobiographical analysis assignments

Autobiographical Analysis (Program syllabus, fall 2002)

It is often said that we teach who we are. Who are you? What are your biases? Reflect on
your autobiography in relation to critical issues raised by (Beatrice) Fennimore and 
(Patricia) Ramsey. While you may choose to incorporate pieces of the autobiography that
you wrote prior to student teaching, the emphasis for this assignment is on analysis, not
story telling. The purpose of this paper is for you to critically look at the ways in which
your life experiences will impact the kind of teacher you will be.

In 10-15 pages you should:
1) provide a careful, detailed, but brief synthesis of critical issues raised by these scholars;
2) pinpoint a specific issue discussed by each author and use these two issues as a lens to 

deeply analyze your assumptions, values, perspectives, positions, cultural locations, 
biases, and limitations;

3) Outline specific and immediate goals for your learning and development in light of 
your analysis. Describe in detail what you feel you can now do to further your under-
standing by clearly articulating possible actions you could take to continue this process 
of analysis and professional development.

Critical Analysis of Social Studies (Program syllabus, spring, 2003)

It is often said that we teach as we were taught. How were you taught social studies in 
elementary school? Reflect on your own experiences in social studies classrooms in 
relation to dynamic social studies learning and multicultural historical knowledge.
Use A Different Mirror:A History of Multicultural America and the National Council
for the Social Studies “Vision of Powerful Teaching and Learning in the Social
Studies” to:

a) Deeply analyze the assumptions, values, perspectives, positions, cultural locations,
biases, strengths and limitations of your own social studies education. Please note
the emphasis on analysis for the purpose of understanding, and not on highlighting
and criticizing all the shortcomings of your own social studies education.

b) Describe, given your analysis, issues that you may face as a social studies teacher.
c) Outline specific--and immediate--goals, and possible actions for your learning and 

professional/personal development in light of your discussion. [Page limit: 15]
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location(s) as analytic lenses to look across all the categorized data to iden-
tify possible connections between how students located themselves and the
understandings and actions they articulated throughout both papers. We
charted connections that emerged for each student, using representative quotes
as signifiers for locations that ran as themes within each paper and across both
papers. Table 2 presents an example of one student’s matrix: Susie.1

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This discussion of our findings begins with an overall look at the total sam-
ple, in order to take a “broad strokes” view at the ways in which our data
cumulatively responded to our research questions. We then move to the
close examination of one student’s data so as to tease out nuances and
deeper, more specific meanings. Throughout, our discussion is framed by
examples from our practice—some of the activities and strategies we use to
support students towards ever deeper analysis as they confront themselves.

Students’ cultural locations. Our findings indicate that our students
located themselves in diverse and multiple ways: race/ethnicity, class, reli-
gion, language, immigrant status, ableness, nationality. Given our small
sample, generalizations are hard to make. However, some interesting trends
emerged. Four students (all students of color) located themselves primarily
as immigrants or within an immigrant culture: “I was from a voluntary immi-
grant group coming to America for a better life,” (Kiran, South Asian American);
“I am the only child of Korean immigrant parents,” (Sonya, Korean American).
Similarly, five of the seven students of color defined themselves as raced or
located themselves within their ethnicity/ethnic culture: “Race is one of the
most prominent issues in my mind,” (Susie, Chinese American); “My views
are from the vantage point of being a black American,” (Carol, Jamaican/
black American). While one of the three white students located herself
within her whiteness: “I am white…my values and biases are ingrained in
this issue” (Brittany, Italian/Irish American), the remaining two white stu-
dents used the assignments to locate themselves first as individuals who
were coming to recognize their “blind” spots and prejudices and therefore
beginning to explore their own assumptions and biases: “I have always con-
sidered myself an open-minded individual, free from stereotypes. More
recently however, I realized that I did and still do have ideas about certain
populations of people,” (Amy, European American). Interestingly, by locat-
ing themselves in this way, they avoided specifying a cultural location and
instead engaged in a fairly “safe” discussion about the importance of
becoming aware of one’s own limited perspectives. On the other hand, the

1 All names used are pseudonyms. Pseudonyms selected are culturally representative of
respondents’ real names.
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TABLE 2. Sample student data matrix

Susie Autobiographical Analysis (fall)
Social Studies Analysis 

(spring)

Where am I located? Race Race
“Race is one of the most prominent 

issues in my mind.”
“Social studies was just 

viewed through and 
presented to me through
the dominant white male
(perspective).”

Marginalization Marginalization
“I am still working on overcoming 

these ‘false assumptions’ of inferi-
ority. I am happy with myself 
now but I had a difficult time 
overcoming my self-hate.” “My 
initial assumption when I come 
across another Chinese person is 
that they probably do not speak 
English.”

“My own identity and 
culture having been left 
out of the curriculum in 
elementary school…I 
was unable to find my 
place as an American 
until very recently.”

What does this 
mean?

Race Race

“I could be more sensitive to these 
students. I might give them more 
attention…” 
“…because I understand and 
identify with what it feels like, I 
would work even harder to sup-
port these students.”

“Having been raised on the 
history of white 
Americans, I feel like I 
am more prone to think 
from the perspective of 
and learn from that view 
of history.”

Marginalization Marginalization
“Will it (my false assumptions of 

inferiority) affect how I approach 
students who are minority?”

“When a group of people 
are not able to see them-
selves as a part of the 
history, and to not be 
included in the class-
room curriculum, it 
makes for an unsafe 
learning environment.”

What will I do 
about it?

Race Race

“..that image (that all black people 
are criminals) is something I have 
to check myself of sometimes 
whenever I am in a neighbor-
hood like mine (i.e., dangerous, 
inner city)”

“…become more familiar 
with history from all per-
spectives by reading a lot 
more history because 
there is just so much that 
I do not know.”

Marginalization Marginalization
“To instill in all students confidence 

in themselves and what they are 
capable of. I want them to be 
proud of who they are and where 
they come from…”

“I will work to include 
all students from all 
different backgrounds 
and those that are not 
in the classroom as 
well..”
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notion of “otherness” or marginalization, in relation each time to their cul-
tural or racial difference, was apparent in the narratives of five of the seven
students of color: “I feel I was wrongly labeled as a disadvantaged youth
because I grew up in the inner city and because I was black,” (Jack, African/
Native American); “I was unable to find my place as an American until very
recently,” (Susie, Chinese American).

No students identified class alone as a primary location, with the
exception of one white student who raised class concerns even though this
issue was not woven throughout her two papers. Finally, the one student
who named language as a primary location was also the sole Latina/
Spanish-speaking student in the group. She spoke about language in two
ways: first, in terms of deficit language and her awareness of its prevalence
in schools, undoubtedly as a direct consequence of reading Talk Matters by
Beatrice Fennimore (2000) and being asked to use this text as an analytic
lens—“I do not believe that it is appropriate to make fun of children or to
use profanity to describe children;” second in relation to her immigrant sta-
tus and her use of both Spanish and English—“I tend to focus on language
in the context of my Puerto Rican and Ecuadorian roots,” (Mary, Puerto
Rican/Ecuadorian American). Incidentally, she was also the one student
who talked extensively about religion.

We would not presume to come to any conclusions about why stu-
dents located themselves as they did even while available literature offers
insight into, for example, the salience of race in the lives people of color
(Carter & Goodwin, 1994; Tatum, 1997), the “raceless” identity and color-
blindness assumed by whites (Fine, et al. 2004; Pollock, 2004; Tatum, 1997),
or the fluidity and hybridity of culture (Dardar, 1995; Goodwin, 2003). How-
ever, such questions are not our focus. Rather, the purpose of the autobio-
graphical analysis is for students to become conscious of the notion that all
of us are culturally located and that these locations are facets of our iden-
tity, including our teaching identity. Students’ responses also give us, as
their teachers, clues about how to connect with them through what appears
to be important to them and about what we may need to introduce or
explore in class given the silences apparent in students’ writings.

Cultural locations and thinking about teaching and learning. Preservice
students’ locations were visible in the educational issues and priorities they
articulated and the teaching actions they proposed. Of course, this observa-
tion is partly explained by the way in which the assignment guided students
to analyze their own autobiographies. Nevertheless, this finding allowed us to
see that the assignment was successful in enabling students to use their cul-
tural locations as analytic lenses. In the context of this discussion, however,
our emphasis is not on whether students used these locations, but in what
ways these locations seemed to inform the issues and actions they high-
lighted. What became evident as we sorted through the data is that students’
locations stood out as themes that characterized the ways they wrote about
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their teaching and learning. Students used their locations to: 1) name realiza-
tions, assumptions, and dilemmas that had emerged through the analytic pro-
cess; 2) articulate their intentions to resist or counter their own experiences,
assumptions and perspectives; and 3) consider what they might do to ensure
that the children they teach experience an education different from theirs.

Realizations, assumptions, and dilemmas. As we mentioned earlier, Core
introduces students to a number of texts that scaffold the process of autobio-
graphical examination and support them in critically considering how these
realizations will impact their teaching lives. One particular text, Teaching to
Change the World by Jeannie Oakes and Martin Lipton (2002) illuminates the
pervasive inequalities that historically and still currently exist for children,
especially in urban school settings. Aided by the perspectives suggested by
this foundational reading, preservice teachers examine their own schooling
experiences through the lens of their cultural location from a more critical,
and sometimes politically conscious, vantage point and express realizations of
which they might not have been previously aware. In this study, for example,
Jack (African/Native American), looking through the lens of his primary loca-
tion as black and Native American, realized that he “may be the only black
teacher [my students] encounter,” and assumed that he “will have a relation-
ship with kids, simply based on race, [because] many of the black students
will have a dialogue and rapport that I only understand.” Yet, despite this
assumption, he worries “that many students may have difficulty in accepting
their heritage; I fear that I may someday scare a student with unveiling a
piece of history that is too difficult to accept,” and that “on a professional
level, I may be observed and challenged slightly harder than a white teacher
because this is the way society operates.” His analysis revealed the challenges
he speculates he might face as a black teacher from both whites and blacks,
challenges that he inserted into the many discussions about race and racial
identity that were initiated in Core. Susie (Chinese American) expressed the
belief that she will “understand and identify with what it feels like [to be
Asian, a person of color],” but revealed her “initial assumption when I come
across another Chinese person is that they probably do not speak English.”
Here Susie acknowledges that she may simultaneously hold two very opposi-
tional images of Asian Americans. Thus, while she feels that she will in fact
have a deeper and shared perspective of what some of her own students
might be experiencing as Asians in a predominantly white society, she is also
forced to confront an unrealized and therefore unexamined stereotype that
may challenge and limit her perspective as a teacher.

We have found that it is often in the first autobiographical paper that
students first come to some awareness of the complexity, contradictions and
paradoxes that naturally characterize their assumptions and positioning. One
strategy we have used to illuminate complexities such as the one articulated
by Susie and create a space where different voices and disparate perspec-
tives can emerge, is to create a readers theatre where we pull specific
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quotes from our students’ papers into a collective autobiography of sorts.
Reading this script aloud as a community allows a variety of authentic talk-
ing points to pointedly yet safely enter the classroom environment, which in
turn encourage us all to engage in more candid discussions around issues
that are often difficult but clearly relevant to our students and indeed come
directly from them.

Students in our study also articulated a growing consciousness of all
that was missing in terms of content in their education, and expressed anxi-
ety and anger over the limited account of history to which they have been
exposed. Susie (Chinese American) wrote that “having been raised on the
history of white Americans, I feel like I am more prone to think from the
perspective of and learn from that view of history,” which raised a dilemma
echoed by many of her peers: “How do I teach what I do not know?” One
text we use that particularly illuminates “all that we do not know” and prob-
ably never learned is A Different Mirror by Ronald Takaki (1993). After read-
ing this and other more inclusive accounts of history, students are able to
assess their own knowledge base against different benchmarks and quickly
verbalize a mission to become more knowledgeable and to seek out the
content they “missed.” Clearly, this can be seen as a favorable outcome and
one our program supports. Still, it is insufficient since our intent is not to
bring our students to the point where they subscribe to certain goals or
repeat what we would like to hear. Instead, our aim is always to spur our
students to think, question and reflect, which is why our response to their
newly found fervor is to persistently push them to consider yet again the
images they may in fact have of teaching. In one activity we have used to
engender such reflection, we pose two images—that of teaching as having
answers and teaching as asking questions. While we recognize that dichoto-
mizing teaching in this way is problematic to some extent, we find that this
activity guides preservice teachers to envision teaching in ways not con-
fined by either their personal experiences or memories. As they begin to
revise their image of teaching from one that defines a teacher as having all
the answers to one which is focused on inquiry and centers first on the
learner, our preservice students are able to use autobiographical analysis as
an important tool in moving beyond the limitations of binaries such as
“knowing” vs. “not knowing.” They are encouraged to adopt a more critical
stance and ask different questions such as, “How do I ensure that all my
students feel included and safe in the learning that takes place in my class-
room?” or “How do we come to know together as a community?” Questions
such as these shift the focus from the teacher to learners and raises issues
around inclusion and the experiences of “other” who have been marginal-
ized by schooling. Susie (Chinese American) exemplifies this point well
when she states: “When a group of people are not able to see themselves as
a part of the history, and to not be included in the classroom curriculum, it
makes for an unsafe learning environment.”
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Finally, Jessie (European American) who talked quite generally about
how personal assumptions and biases can influence what a teacher does,
comes to realize that she has engaged in labeling, “categorizing a child as “a
good reader,” a “bad math student” or as having a “behavior problem.” She
feels she has “slowly become aware of how so many issues are extremely
complex” and that she “must constantly remember that my students will
come from diverse backgrounds from me and from each other.” Even while
she raised no particular dilemmas in her analysis, her ability to recognize
her own unconscious labeling is perhaps honed by the child inquiry assign-
ment. This assignment requires each student to closely observe and docu-
ment one child for the duration of their student teaching placement. The
primary purpose of the assignment is to help our students mistrust their ini-
tial assessments of learners—which often represent hasty and uninformed
judgments—but instead to rely on different kinds of data collected from
multiple sources in order to come to know children intimately. The assign-
ment consists of several components which are completed over the course
of the term. This means that the child inquiry becomes a dialogic process
whereby student teachers and faculty talk back and forth in a continuous
feedback loop. The child inquiry also allows faculty to introduce explicit
in-class opportunities to air students’ assumptions. For example, one activity
uses raw data drawn from child inquiries to help students differentiate
description from conclusion, and to engage them in generating as many
possible explanations for the documented behaviors. This activity is always
very enlightening to students as they recognize how quickly they were
ready to generalize and categorize children without really having much
information. We have also built autobiographical analysis into the inquiry
project, asking students to compose a reflective paper where they compare
themselves to the child they are shadowing. By using their data and stories
to construct class discussions, students are easily engaged in examining the
possible implications of their assumptions in their current classroom set-
tings, and are then guided to consider more specifically how to confront
these inclinations in their practice.

Stepping outside oneself: Intentions to counter one’s own assumptions
and experiences. Students in our study sample talked at length about not
allowing their own assumptions and experiences to limit their vision and
actions as teachers. Jessie (European American) described her intention to
make “a great effort to recognize when this (labeling others/making
assumptions) happens and ultimately prevent myself from separating and
focusing on only one aspect of a person’s personality whether it is a disabil-
ity or some other characteristic… by being extremely cautious and critical of
my impressions of a person and the reasons for these impressions.” Mary
(Puerto Rican/ Ecuadorian American) stated she will “have to work on really
listening to what others say and sometimes even to the things they don’t
say” because she has begun to “gain an understanding of the power of our
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words and the indelible mark they leave on the children that we teach.”
Carol ( Jamaican/black American) located herself very deliberately within
her racial/ethnic culture and talked extensively about how her “heritage
[gave her] a unique perspective into the notions and stereotypes of others.”
She also defined herself as someone who was marginalized in school by
“having to deal with the ramifications of speaking differently and of being
Jamaican,” but who resisted and defied stereotypes of her because “school
seemed to come easily.” Her own experiences lead her to “worry that my
successful school experiences may cloud my judgment in that I believe you
can do anything if you put your mind to it, almost to the exclusion of
appropriately considering the burden (i.e., racism, low expectations) you
may be required to carry to get there” and hopes “to become more sensitive
in terms of recognizing and respecting cultural differences.” As a child in
school, Susie (Chinese American) felt “at times powerless, sometimes out of
place, almost always aware of my differences.” In her analysis she revealed
that even while she felt marginalized, she was not immune to hegemonic
ways of thinking and recognizes that she has adopted a “set of biases &
assumptions that have emerged from my own cultural background” that
have led her to “inevitably [develop] assumptions and stereotypes towards
certain groups of people.” As a teacher she aims to “make an effort to step
back and question where the biases emerge from and how I can correct
these presumptions.”

Again it is important to reiterate that the two autobiographical
assignments that we use as data for our study represent, in some ways,
the culmination of numerous discussions, readings and activities that fac-
ulty integrate into Core for the express purpose of engaging students in a
continuous autobiographical analytic process. As indicated earlier, we
use situations presented by our student teachers’ personal experiences to
connect them more directly to the possible impact of their beliefs and
personal histories on classroom practice. For example, we have asked
students to create brief vignettes that document cultural dilemmas or con-
flicts that they have witnessed in their classrooms. These vignettes then
become fodder for serious discussions about stereotypes, misconcep-
tions, racism and culturally responsive pedagogy. Strategies generated
from these discussions are then collated, typed up and distributed to all
the students across the three cohorts. Cultural vignettes have also been
used to structure professional development opportunities for supervisors.
In bimonthly group meetings typically used to share students’ progress in
the field, we have introduced these vignettes to our supervising staff,
involving them in the critical analysis process as well. This helps us
ensure that supervisors will actively seek analytical thinking in student
teaching journals and will also challenge our students to pose alternative
interpretations and a variety of instructional responses in their classroom
practice.
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Teaching in ways different from their own experiences. When students
outline the actions they will take as a consequence of their autobiographical
analysis, they typically speak in terms of filling the gaps that they now see
in their own educations, doing what was not done for them (or not doing
what was done to them). Susie’s (Chinese American) "identity & culture
having been left out of the curriculum in elementary school as well as in
later school experiences,” coupled with her “immersion in Chinatown for
most of my life” led to her feelings of isolation. She “always remember[s]
thinking what all this stuff has to do with me,” and now intends to “work to
include all students from all different backgrounds, and those that are not in
the classroom as well, to promote social understanding in the world outside
of their own as well as their own.” She stated passionately: “because I feel
cheated, I will work really hard to give my students the experience that I
never had access to.” Carol (Jamaican/black American) wrote about “all of
the stories that I wasn’t told” and described how she “extended my learning
with my own choices” by pursuing her interests “outside of school.” As a
consequence, she hopes to offer her “students opportunities to build on
their own interests” and “ensure that a much broader range of people and
perspectives are covered.” Jack (African/Native American) recalled that “the
only time that we studied people of color was during Black History Month”
and that the textbooks he read “were not providing us with a truthful depic-
tion of our country’s history.” He saw that African Americans were “repre-
sented negatively” and “that again my people made no contribution to
society other than cotton and tobacco.” In his analysis he stated poignantly,
“If black was tainted and white was pure, what was I?” To ensure a different
experience for his students, he aims “to show students that they have a spe-
cial identity within this world” by providing them with a curriculum “with
multiple voices recognized,” full of “a richness of materials that pull them
closer to knowing their own culture.” Jessie’s (European American) story
offers a final example. She was taught “mainly from our own perspective,
namely that of a white American with strong, mostly Eastern European Jew-
ish heritages” and now vows to not “impose my beliefs or any one belief on
my students; instead I must present as many perspectives on a topic as I
possibly can.”

Changes in thinking. In both assignments, students were asked to
“Outline specific and immediate goals for your learning and development in
light of your analysis/discussion.” Our third research question directed us to
compare their responses in each paper to this requirement and identify the
possible ways in which our students’ thinking about teaching and learning
appeared to have changed. Of course, in some ways, change is inevitable:
students complete the first analysis at the beginning of their first student
teaching placement and, in many instances, at the start of the program; the
second analysis comes after they have acquired a full term of classroom
experience and have completed half of “Core” and all that it entails in terms
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of stretching students’ thinking and exposing them to alterative perspec-
tives. Therefore, it only makes sense that they come to the second analysis
with much more insight into teaching, classrooms and themselves as teach-
ers. Still, we were interested in the kinds of changes in thinking that were
evident in students’ writings, how students’ analyses might be characterized
in assignment one versus assignment two.

In the first paper, we found that students were very vague and framed
the actions they would take in “I will do better” terms. Phrases such as “I
will make an effort to…,” “I will work hard to…,” “I will try to…,” “I hope
to…,” “I have to work on…,” and “My goal is to…,” peppered their discus-
sions. The overwhelmingly majority of the students were not able to specify
particular actions they would take in their efforts to fill in any gaps identi-
fied during the analysis process or actualize their vision of good teaching.
Examples of what they said included: “I must view my students as the
whole and complete people who they truly are,” (Jessie, European American);
“I need to become more sensitive in terms of recognizing and respecting
cultural differences,” (Carol, Jamaican/black American); “One of my main
goals is to create a classroom community that is inclusive of all my students’
needs,” (Sonya, Korean American); “I will have to make every student value
the cultures and traditions of others,” (Shoba, South Asian/ International).
Our analysis revealed that students’ initial attempts to define ways they
would support their own learning and that of their students were marked by
rhetorical generalities such as “community,” “inclusiveness,” and “multiple
perspectives.” Clearly students had adopted the “right” language, but
seemed unable to bolster their rhetoric with substance.

In the second paper, students seemed better able to articulate specific
actions they would take or strategies they would use to enact their aspira-
tions or realize their goals. Carol (Jamaican/black American), who stated in
paper one her intention to “expose my students to the perspectives of many
different cultures, primarily through literature and social studies,” was able
to specify in paper two that she would “need to preview the books in my
library for cultural sensitivity…to ensure that a much broader range of peo-
ple and perspectives are covered.” In paper one, Susie (Chinese American)
expressed, “I want them (students) to be proud of who they are and where
they come from;” in the second paper she recognized the need to “become
more familiar with history from all perspectives by reading a lot more his-
tory because there is just so much that I do not know.” Sonya (Korean
American) wrote of her intention to “create a classroom community that is
inclusive of all my students’ needs and one that celebrates our differences.”
By the second paper, she seemed to understand that one route to meeting
this goal might be to “really look at the community in which I teach” and
“build a social studies curriculum that speaks to what my kids want to know
[which will] eventually lead them to the study of things they didn’t realize
even connected to their realities.”
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A second difference we observed between paper one and paper two was
in the quality of students’ talk. A handful of students began to adopt a more
critical tone that emphasized the political nature of knowledge and an aware-
ness of a larger teaching context beyond their own practice or classrooms.
Carol (Jamaican/black American) hopes that “my students come to realize that
they can make a difference, individually and collectively.” One strategy she
plans to employ to empower and ignite them is “discussing how people have
historically organized, fought and lobbied to bring about change.” Jack (African/
Native American) becomes aware that he will be “educating my students about
the controversies of American history” and that his “job as a teacher is to unveil
and lead my students to their own discoveries, not teach them to work the sys-
tem and follow standard practices like I did in the past.” Shoba (South Asian/
International) expressed the need to “visit more classrooms to see demonstra-
tions of powerful teaching and learning” and voiced her desire to “get involved
in decision-making concerning adoption of curriculum materials.”

THE CASE OF “BRITTNEY”—LOOKING MORE CLOSELY AT 
ONE STUDENT

We know that most teacher education students are representative of the
larger teacher population. They are primarily white, middle-class, monolin-
gual females who attended suburban schools (Dilworth & Brown, 2001;
Rong & Preissle, 1997; Zimpher & Ashburn, 1992). While our institution
attracts a slightly more diverse group of preservice teachers due in part to its
urban location, national reputation, and programmatic stances, in most
cases, our preservice teachers are still placed in schools very different—in
terms of demographics—from the schools they themselves attended (Zeichner,
1996). We find that most of our white students come to the program having
never confronted or even recognized their own participation in society as a
white person and the privileges they have perhaps unknowingly received as
someone representing the dominant culture.

In response to our first research question as to how students locate
themselves as they engage in this autobiographical analysis, it was some-
what surprising to us that Brittney was the only white student in our study
who primarily positioned herself as white in her autobiography, especially
considering that our students read texts that directly address this issue. In
our ongoing work with the white students in our program, we find that they
often remark how the autobiographical analysis assignments are the first
time they have been asked to “consider” their race, let alone critically exam-
ine it. Brittney revealed this previous unawareness and lack of examination
of herself as “raced” in her statement: “I benefited from white privilege
without even knowing it. I wasn’t exposed to any culture but my own and
that perpetuated the belief that whiteness was normal.”
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While Brittney clearly remembered (as do most of our students) that
her education was mostly devoted to white European history, it was not
until she engaged in this analysis that she considered what all of this might
mean. In terms of our second research question that asks how preservice
students’ cultural locations frame their thinking about teaching and learning,
Brittney apparently began to realize that in her educational experiences she
had only seen people of her “own race favorably and accurately portrayed.”
This realization also brought to her attention that she had never really
“thought of other cultures” and when she did, they were described and
therefore positioned, much less favorably than her own white culture. This
is followed by the recognition that “we have systematically been taught that
the white culture is the driving force in this country and that all other cul-
tures must assimilate and accommodate us.” Brittney seemed to become
conscious of her unquestioning acceptance of assimilation and accommoda-
tion on the part of people of color. She expressed awareness that she “was
never taught what it means to be white” and up until this point in her life,
had no idea of “[her] place within the system of race.” Brittney appeared to
resent her education for the information and guidance that it denied her.
She responded to this frustration by articulating a goal to “learn the truth
behind American history” and commits to examine herself further “in the
context of race and class” in order to confront her “limitations as a teacher.”

In her first autobiographical paper, Brittney wrote rather superficially
about how she intends to try her best “to see the potential in every student
regardless of the background” and that her most important goal “is to relax
and be myself in the classroom, allow the students to be themselves (race,
gender, class, culture, etc.).” While perhaps acknowledging her students’
differences for the first time and the challenges that these differences will no
doubt raise, Brittney failed to express explicit goals that indicated any sense
of substantive action. Instead, she appeared to be satisfied that her newly
achieved level of consciousness would support stability, harmony, and mutual
understanding in her classroom. However, in her second analysis paper she
demonstrated the ways in which her thinking about teaching and learning (as
reflected in our third research question) may have changed by specifically
outlining what she will do as a teacher to ensure that her students are more
actively present in their education. For example, she plans “to find ways in
my classroom to learn about cultures other than the white European” and that
one of her goals as a teacher “to respect my students…is to make students
aware of history through a multicultural lens that incorporates everyone.”

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

We believe that the first step in fulfilling the promise of democracy and
equity through multicultural education is in preparing new teachers to consider
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themselves to be advocates for all children. This preparation involves devel-
oping a critical perspective in which teachers gain reflective habits to
actively question and work towards changing the inequities that exist in our
schools (Britzman, 1986; Cochran-Smith, 2004; Hooks, 1994; Villegas &
Lucas, 2002). In order to develop the capacity to become this kind of
teacher-activist, novice teachers must first engage in their own process of
self-analysis and experience cross-cultural understanding.

We value students’ personal histories and are interested in all that these
histories reveal about their cultural positioning. Autobiographical analysis,
the close examination of preservice teachers’ writing and stories and the
integration of these into the curriculum, faculty “talk back” through written
feedback, and ultimately our formative assessment of our instruction that
results in responsive changes to Core, become, in concert, a continuous and
multidimensional instructional strategy that teacher educators can use to
encourage students to revise and expand their thinking. Specifically, teacher
educators can use preservice students’ cultural locations as sites of “inter-
ruption,” lenses preservice teachers utilize to help them critically examine
how their culture and life experiences mediate their way of knowing the
world, the ways that schools structure inequality, and the ways in which
they as prospective teachers could make a commitment to social justice and
social change (Ladson-Billings, 1999). By recognizing these openings for
further interrogation, teacher educators can support this ongoing examina-
tion by facilitating discussions and developing opportunities for extension
that will result in students’ ultimately initiating their own process of inter-
ruption and self-confrontation. Using the strategies and activities described
in this article, our program consistently strives to effectively incorporate
what we learn from the autobiographical analysis papers into Core and into
other assignments so that our students are always immersed in thoughtful
analysis even while we seek to disturb their equilibrium.

Interruption is no easy task. Even preservice teachers who initially
express a willingness to engage in these conversations “are often resistant to
rethink their contemporary beliefs about people different from themselves
and how one might teach them in ways that are equitable and just” (Gomez,
1994, p. 328). Rarely have preservice teachers been asked to confront their
unquestioned assumptions. As a consequence, “the beginning teacher is an
outsider looking through the lens in order to identify with the experiences
of students from different cultural, ethnic, and economic backgrounds”
(Frykholm, 1997, p. 51). Therefore, teacher education and specifically, auto-
biographical analysis can support this interruption, not only as a sign of
growth, but as “foundational to the growth” (Meyer et. al., 1998, p. 24).

Furthermore, we must continuously use our emerging understandings
of our students to inform and focus our instruction and the pedagogical
decisions we make. Since, it is imperative that adult learners feel a sense of
ownership and responsiveness in their growth and development, teacher
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educators must find ways to incorporate themes that arise from their own
learning backgrounds and current teaching practices contained in their
autobiographical narratives to connect them intimately to the conversations
that take place in the courses we teach.

Critical autobiographical analysis can help initiate and support authentic
discussions about controversial and difficult issues by enabling preservice
students to say out loud what is often unconscious and deeply personal for
them. Analysis of one’s own autobiographical experiences encourages a
deeper “capacity for reflection, feedback, and problem solving that is essen-
tial to communities of professionals endeavoring to respond effectively to
today’s students” (Little & McLaughlin, 1993, p. 95). We contend that when
preservice teachers feel acknowledged, supported and safe as they exam-
ine past experiences in relation to their current teaching practices, they
are more likely to engage in productive conversations that examine those
practices and the underlying assumptions that guide their work as novice
teachers.

Given the institutional conditions that structure the work of all educa-
tors, teachers typically work within circumstances that often isolate them
and constrain their opportunities to collaborate. One way to overcome this
isolation is to engage in formal collaborative inquiry. Placing preservice
teachers at the center of their own learning assists them in examining them-
selves in relation to other social systems they work within. Our study under-
scores the power of a year-long, cohort experience that enables faculty and
students to develop an important sense of intimacy and create safe spaces
for discomfort and uncomfortable talk. Indeed, we often hear from our
graduates that they believe the community of practice that existed in Core
was essential in their growth and development as new teachers.

Teacher educators must promote environments that are conducive to
the act of problematizing teaching practices and disrupt the assumptions
preservice teachers may have about students and learning. Organizing pre-
service teachers in continuous learning communities with consistent support
has allowed us to engage in inquiry and assess the impact these experi-
ences have on our preservice teachers’ classroom practice. Thus, over the
year, our students work collectively with their peers in a variety of groups,
some of which are long term, others of which are ad hoc. For example,
each student is in a year-long seminar group whose purpose is collaborative
problem-solving around perennial teaching concerns such as classroom
management, as well as discussion and conceptualization of big teaching
ideas such as emancipatory pedagogy. We often also use book groups, put
students into grade level groups, invite students to create interest groups,
etc. Our message is clear—learning together and from one another is pow-
erful and valuable.

There is certainly a need to continue investigating whether preservice
teachers can sustain this critically reflective culture after they officially enter
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the profession and whether it translates into transformative practice. A next
step in our work would be to explore whether teachers who are engaged in
this culture of inquiry and critical self-analysis during their preservice prepa-
ration, are more likely to make the kinds of radical teaching changes that
impact the field more significantly. Sharing our experiences working with
preservice teachers as they engage in autobiographical analysis represents
an initial contribution to this discussion and line of inquiry.
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